
Our BioPassport platform addresses three major shortcomings in  

existing healthcare infrastructure:
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BioPassport is committed to help make healthcare a personal component  

of our daily lives. This starts with a "health passport" platform that housesa  

patient's DPHR, or decentralized personal health record built around DID  (

decentralized identity) technology.

A FULLY INTEGRATED DIGITAL PERSONAL  

HEALTH RECORD PLATFORM &

A BLOCKCHAIN HEALTHCARE DATA SOLUTION
BioPassport

Our Mission

Our mission is to provide a holistic solution to a variety of interrelated issues  

within the healthcare industry that have plagued both patients and  prov

iders for decades, and to upscale the industry to current standards in  the a

ge of connectivity.

Poor distribution  syst

ems or lack thereof  for 

health kits

Need for better medical  

data management and  

distribution

Need for a universal  

personal healthcare  

record

Here's how easy it is to use:

WHAT IS THEDPHR?

The DPHR is a health  

record platform that  

will safely allow both  

users and hospitals to  

submit medical data,  

allowing users to have  

full access to their  m

edical information  w

henever and  wherev

er they need it.
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Token Offering

BioPassport is offering a  

token sale to invite the  

community's support.

You can directly be a part  

of historical innovation in  

medical technology by  

participating in the token  

sale.

Stay up-to-date by visiting  

http://BioPassport.com

The BioPassport ecosystem consists of three major components  

for a holistic solution, ready by 2022:

BioPassport DPHR  

Marketplace

DHPR (Decentralized  

Public HealthRecord)

Telehealth  

Service
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